


GRAB ATTENTION …
That’s what this industry is all about. 

Put a logo or branding message on something that’s 
going to capture attention, make a statement, be 
unique and remain cost-effective. 

That’s exactly what we do at Hadrus Vinyl Graphics … 
provide creative, yet practical, cost-effective products 
that offer innovative and alternative marketing 
solutions for your most demanding clients.

Our philosophy is simple – treat everyone fairly, 
respect others' views and conduct business in an 
up-front, ethical manner. Thanks to your input, our 
award-winning customer service team is proud to be 
consistently recognized for their exemplary service.

• PPAI Supplier Star / Gold Pyramid Award 

• SAGE A+ Supplier

• ASI 5-STAR Supplier

Providing solutions to challenging advertising/branding 
situations is a daily activity for us, and we work closely 
with our customers to ensure success. Combining our 
EZ STIK™ brand of innovative materials, outstanding 
print capabilities, incredible prices and over 35 years 
of experience allows us to place a brand or message 
virtually anywhere.

You’d think it was 1980 with the way setups are billed 
and handled by many in the promotional products 
industry.  Setups are old and antiquated.  We are 
doing our part to truly embrace the power of digital 
printing and pass the savings onto you.  You will see 
no setups on standard products at Hadrus Vinyl 
Graphics.

Your success is imperative to ours, so rest assured 
we’ll continue providing alternatives for practical, 
solution-based, purposeful products. Many of you 
refer to us as your best kept secret, which we value 
immensely. 

www.hadrus.com

What's With all the Balloons?  
Well, with our home office in the 
Albuquerque, NM metro area, 
balloons are seen in the skies 
around here weekly (sometimes 
daily).  Wind currents and air 
temperature are key to the 
successful flying of hot air 
balloons, and the Albuquerque 
area has the perfect combination of 
these elements.

Also, each October, all eyes turn 
skyward for the city’s week long 
International Balloon Fiesta. 
Somewhere between 500 and 800 
balloons dot the sky as part of an 
event that draws visitors – both 
balloonists and spectators – 
from all over the globe, making 
Albuquerque the hot air ballooning 
capital of the world.
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When promoting a product, advertising a service, or reinforcing a brand, the key to 
success is to break through all of the daily sign clutter with unique, powerful visuals 
placed in the least expected areas.

Windows, walls, floors and doors represent valuable advertising real estate for 
messages; and yet, most people don't think about these alternative locations. Our 
EZ STIK™ line of specialty graphics make it easy to turn an average advertising 
opportunity into a dynamic and effective branding campaign.

EZ STIK™ specialty graphics are easy to self-install and come at a price that doesn't 
break the bank.  They are an eye-catching, vibrant solution with options for short 
or long-term applications.  Call to speak with one of our graphics experts and we'll 
guide you in choosing the correct product for your customer's next project.

Visit www.hadrus.com for listing of product sizes 
as well as surface application details and limitations. 

Specialty Graphics
Window Graphics

Wall Graphics
Floor Graphics

Indoor and Outdoor
Dry Erase Graphics

Footprints
Tech Skins

Fleet Graphics
Paper Posters

Wrapping Paper
Tissue Paper

Finishing Cut Options 
While all EZ STIK™ 
graphics come standard 
with a square cut trim, 
many of the products 
can be finished with 
custom cutting, providing 
an enhanced visual 
appearance.  Examples of 
the cut options are shown 
to the right.

Standard Square Cut
Rectangle or square shape 
with straight sides and square 
corners.  

Simple Shape Cut
Circle, diamond, triangle, etc, 
and/or rounded corners.  
Additional charges may apply.

Cloud Cut
A single-piece graphic that is 
cut to shape with a "cloud" 
margin around the design.  
Additional charges may apply.

Contour Cut
A single-piece graphic that is 
cut to shape with no margin 
around the design (cut to color). 
Some limitations may apply.  
Additional charges may apply.



EZ STIK™ Window Graphics

Looking for window graphics for vehicles?  
Please see fleet graphics starting on page 18.

EZ STIK™ Window Graphics
These are versatile, easy-to-apply, peel & stick graphics especially for glass-type surfaces.

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ SMOOTH POP Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $50 

EZSP-46 4”x6”  - - -  - - - $2.80 $1.60

EZSP-912 9”x12” $50.00 $9.50 $4.80 $4.50

EZSP-1218 12”x18” $50.00 $12.40 $8.80 $8.20

EZSP-1824 18”x24” $50.00 $17.80 $16.40 $16.00

EZSP-2436 24”x36” $50.00 $37.00 $33.00 $32.00

EZSP-2448 24”x48” $56.00 $50.00 $46.00 $44.00

EZSP-4848 48”x48” $96.00 $90.00 $88.00 $84.00

EZSP-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ SMOOTH POP – Custom printed, adhesive backed 
white vinyl graphic designed for branding and message 

marketing.  Short-term use from one day to one year. Can be 
applied to a variety of smooth surfaces like retail windows, walls, 
doors and MORE! Interior/exterior.  Peel and stick medium-tack 
removable adhesive.  Square cut or shape cut.  

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ GLASS SMOOTH Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $70 

EZGS-46 4”x6”  - - -  - - - $3.40 $1.80

EZGS-912 9”x12” $70.00 $12.00 $6.00 $5.80

EZGS-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $16.00 $11.40 $10.60

EZGS-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $23.00 $21.20 $20.80

EZGS-2436 24”x36” $70.00 $48.00 $42.50 $41.00

EZGS-2448 24”x48” $72.00 $64.00 $58.00 $56.00

EZGS-4848 48”x48” $124.00 $118.00 $114.00 $110.00

EZGS-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ GLASS SMOOTH – Low-tack adhesive, easy to apply, 
peel and stick for all types of retail glass surfaces. Printed full 
color, adhesive backed white vinyl graphic, laminated for scratch 
and UV protection. Ideal for interior/exterior (up to 3 years) retail 
windows, glass doors, glass cabinets, glass tabletops and mirrors.   
Square cut or shape cut.  

Great for
Windows, 

Walls, Doors, 
and More.

EZGS-2436 
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ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ WINDOW REVERSE Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $70 

EZGR-46 4”x6”  - - -  - - - $3.90 $2.10

EZGR-912 9”x12” $70.00 $14.60 $7.30 $7.00

EZGR-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $19.60 $14.00 $13.00

EZGR-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $28.40 $26.20 $25.60

EZGR-2436 24”x36” $84.00 $59.00 $52.50 $50.50

EZGR-2448 24”x48” $96.00 $78.00 $70.00 $68.00

EZGR-4848 48”x48” $152.00 $144.00 $140.00 $134.00

EZGR-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ WINDOW REVERSE – Designed to be installed on the inside 
of windows and be viewed from the outside. Custom printed 
white vinyl graphic with face adhesive.  Easy-to-apply peel & 
stick format looks sharp and removes clean, free of adhesive 
residue. Perfect for retail showrooms, bookstores, professional 
offices, and display cases.  Square cut or shape cut.

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ GLASS DOUBLE-SIDE Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $80 

GRDS-46 4”x6”  - - -  - - - $5.10 $2.70

GRDS-912 9”x12” $80.00 $19.70 $9.90 $9.40

GRDS-1218 12”x18” $80.00 $27.00 $19.40 $18.00

GRDS-1824 18”x24” $80.00 $39.00 $36.00 $35.20

GRDS-2436 24”x36” $110.00 $81.00 $72.00 $69.50

GRDS-2448 24”x48” $116.00 $108.00 $96.00 $94.00

GRDS-4848 48”x48” $210.00 $198.00 $192.00 $186.00

GRDS-CUST    - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.

EZ STIK™ GLASS DOUBLE-SIDE – Custom printed white vinyl graphic 
with face adhesive designed to be installed on the inside of 
windows and be viewed from both sides. Easy-to-apply peel 
& stick format looks sharp, providing the option of a different 
message on each side of the graphic.  Clean removal, free of 
adhesive residue.  Square cut or shape cut.

QUICK TIP:  For best results, apply graphic to a freshly cleaned glass surface.  Clean application surface throughly 
with soap and water or common glass cleaner.  Best practices: following cleaning, wipe glass surface with 
isopropyl alcohol (or equal alternative like denatured alcohol or rubbing alcohol) to remove any grease, dirt 
film or dust. Before removing the backing, place graphic in desired location and secure corners with masking 
tape.  Slowly remove backing and methodically work from top to bottom, pressing the graphic to the glass 
with an even movement. Large graphics may require an extra set of hands.

GRDS-1212

EZ STIK™ Window Graphics

EZGR-2436

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov
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EZGC-1717

EZCM-66

EZCS-1218

EZGC-1212

EZCS-CUST

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ CLEAR VIEW Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $70 

EZGC-46 4”x6”  - - -  - - - $6.00 $3.20

EZGC-912 9”x12” $70.00 $20.60 $10.40 $9.90

EZGC-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $27.00 $19.40 $18.00

EZGC-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $39.00 $36.00 $35.20

EZGC-2436 24”x36” $110.00 $81.00 $72.00 $69.50

EZGC-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

EZ STIK™ CLEAR VIEW – Custom printed, “cling-type” clear 
polypropylene graphic enhanced with white ink. Its micro-
suction technology provides a smooth, bubble free image which 
works well for entranceway doors and display cases. Optically 
clear.  Back adhesion standard.  Face adhesion available.

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ CLEAR SMOOTH Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $60 

EZCS-46 4”x6”  - - -  - - - $4.80 $2.60

EZCS-912 9”x12” $60.00 $15.40 $7.80 $7.40

EZCS-1218 12”x18” $60.00 $19.60 $14.00 $13.00

EZCS-1824 18”x24” $60.00 $28.40 $26.20 $25.60

EZCS-2436 24”x36” $80.00 $59.00 $52.50 $50.50

EZCS-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

EZ STIK™ CLEAR SMOOTH – Clear vinyl graphic enhanced with white 
ink.  Short-term use from one day to one year. Can be applied to 
smooth surfaces like retail windows, doors, tech gear and MORE! 
Peel and stick low-tack, removable adhesive.  Interior/exterior.  
Back adhesive standard.  Face adhesive available.

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ CLEAR MULTI-SURFACE Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $70 

EZCM-46 4”x6”  - - -  - - - $6.00 $3.20

EZCM-912 9”x12” $70.00 $20.60 $10.40 $9.90

EZCM-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $27.00 $19.40 $18.00

EZCM-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $39.00 $36.00 $35.20

EZCM-2436 24”x36” $110.00 $81.00 $72.00 $69.50

EZCM-CUST    - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

EZ STIK™ CLEAR MULTI-SURFACE – Clear vinyl graphic enhanced 
with white ink designed for retail windows, glass doors, mirrors, 
as well as other smooth surfaces like walls, laptops, and 
vehicles.  Medium-tack removable adhesive with lamination 
for scratch and UV protection.  Interior/exterior. Back adhesive 
standard.  Face adhesive available.

EZ STIK™ Window Graphics
Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov
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EZ STIK™ Vision close up showing edge tape

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ TOTAL VISION (OUTSIDE MOUNT)  Prices are ea / Min run $60

EZTV-1218 12”x18” $60.00 $29.40 $21.00 $19.60

EZTV-1824 18”x24” $60.00 $42.60 $39.20 $38.40

EZTV-2436 24”x36” $80.00 $59.00 $52.50 $50.50

EZTV-2448 24”x48” $84.00 $78.00 $70.00 $68.00

EZTV-4848 48”x48” $152.00 $144.00 $140.00 $134.00

EZTV-CUST                  - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - -

Inside Mount Option Available.  Contact for pricing or visit
 www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.

EZ STIK™ TOTAL VISION – This unique "SEE THROUGH" window 
graphic utilizes a 60/40 perforation hole pattern to feature a 
printed marketing message on the outside while providing a 
completely clear “see through” feature from the inside.  Custom 
printed, adhesive-backed, easy to apply, up to 24 month 
longevity.  Outside Mount.

EDGE TAPE – Included with any EZ STIK™ 
Vision or EZ STIK™ Total Vision outside mount 
application. The tape seals the perimeter 
edge of your graphic and will maximize the 
life of the advertising message.  

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ WINDOW VISION Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $80 

EZGV-1218 12”x18” $80.00 $35.60 $25.40 $23.60

EZGV-1824 18”x24” $80.00 $51.40 $47.20 $46.40

EZGV-2436 24”x36” $105.00 $77.50 $69.00 $66.50

EZGV-2448 24”x48” $112.00 $102.00 $92.00 $88.00

EZGV-4848 48”x48” $200.00 $188.00 $182.00 $176.00

EZGV-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ WINDOW VISION – Custom printed, adhesive-backed, 
white vinyl graphic designed for exterior windows with a 
marketing message on the outside and a “view thru” feature 
from the inside (60/40 perforation hole pattern).  Clear 
lamination protects the graphic making it suitable for longer 
applications up to 3-4 years.  Lamination slightly blurs the view.  

EZ STIK™ Window Graphics

Close up showing pattern with white front and black back

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

Looking Out
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EZ STIK™ Wall Graphics
Large or small, our custom wall graphics are the perfect way to display any message, brand, or picture.

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ SMOOTH Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $70 

EZWS-46 4”x6”  - - -  - - - $3.90 $2.10

EZWS-912 9”x12” $70.00 $14.60 $7.30 $7.00

EZWS-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $19.60 $14.00 $13.00

EZWS-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $28.40 $26.20 $25.60

EZWS-2436 24”x36” $80.00 $59.00 $52.50 $50.50

EZWS-2448 24”x48” $84.00 $78.00 $70.00 $68.00

EZWS-4848 48”x48” $152.00 $144.00 $140.00 $134.00

EZWS-CUST    - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ SMOOTH – Adhesive backed white vinyl 
graphic for smooth surfaces including walls, doors, 

cabinets, counters, laptops, and windows.  Printed digital 
direct in full color, providing vibrant images that make your 
messages attractive and visually engaging.  Medium-tack 
removable adhesive and laminated for excellent interior/exterior 
performance (up to 5 years).   

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ SMOOTH POP Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $50 

EZSP-46 4”x6”  - - -  - - - $2.80 $1.60

EZSP-912 9”x12” $50.00 $9.50 $4.80 $4.50

EZSP-1218 12”x18” $50.00 $12.40 $8.80 $8.20

EZSP-1824 18”x24” $50.00 $17.80 $16.40 $16.00

EZSP-2436 24”x36” $50.00 $37.00 $33.00 $32.00

EZSP-2448 24”x48” $56.00 $50.00 $46.00 $44.00

EZSP-4848 48”x48” $96.00 $90.00 $88.00 $84.00

EZSP-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ SMOOTH POP – Custom printed, adhesive backed white 
vinyl graphic designed for branding and message marketing.  
Short-term use from one day to one year, can be applied to 
smooth surfaces like retail windows, walls, doors and MORE! 
Interior/exterior.  Peel and stick medium-tack removable 
adhesive. 

Great for
Windows, 

Walls, Doors, 
and More.

EZWS-CUST 

EZWS-2436 

EZ STIK Smooth . . . not just for walls.  
Also great for other smooth surfaces like 
doors, cabinets, counters and tabletops.

EZ STIK™ Wall Graphics

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

EZWS-46 
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ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ WALL FABRIC Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $60 

EZWF-1218 12”x18” $60.00 $17.20 $12.40 $11.40

EZWF-1824 18”x24” $60.00 $24.80 $22.80 $22.40

EZWF-2436 24”x36” $73.50 $51.50 $46.00 $44.50

EZWF-2448 24”x48” $84.00 $68.00 $62.00 $60.00

EZWF-4848 48”x48” $134.00 $126.00 $122.00 $118.00

EZWF-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ WALL FABRIC – Easy to install, peel & stick graphic 
that adheres to virtually any flat, non-porous surface.  It's 
a microweave polyester fabric printed digital direct in full 
color, providing beautiful non-glare images with a removable 
adhesive – can be repositioned many times.  

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ CEAR MULTI-SURFACE Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $70 

EZCM-46 4”x6”  - - -  - - - $6.00 $3.20

EZCM-912 9”x12” $70.00 $20.60 $10.40 $9.90

EZCM-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $27.00 $19.40 $18.00

EZCM-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $39.00 $36.00 $35.20

EZCM-2436 24”x36” $110.00 $81.00 $72.00 $69.50

EZCM-CUST    - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ CLEAR MULTI-SURFACE – Clear vinyl graphic enhanced 
with white ink designed for retail windows, glass doors, mirrors, 
as well as other smooth surfaces like walls, laptops, and 
vehicles.  Medium-tack removable adhesive with lamination 
for scratch and UV protection.  Interior/exterior. Back adhesive 
standard.  Face adhesive available.

EZWF-2436

EZGC-46

EZCM-1212

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

      “The Hadrus Magic Wand”
Sometimes it takes a little "magic" to break with tradition and think outside 
the box.  The Hadrus Magic Wand can help empower your clients to do just 
that.  Figuratively, place a magic wand in your clients' hands and let them 
point to wherever they would like to see their brand.  Hadrus EZ STIK™ 
Graphics allow you to place your clients' 
logo virtually anywhere.  

EZ STIK™ Wall Graphics10 w w w. h a d r u s . c o m



ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ ULTRA-DG Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $70 

EZUD-912 9”x12” $70.00 $21.40 $10.70 $10.20

EZUD-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $29.40 $21.00 $19.60

EZUD-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $42.60 $39.20 $38.40

EZUD-2436 24”x36” $120.00 $88.50 $78.50 $76.00

EZUD-2448 24”x48” $126.00 $118.00 $106.00 $102.00

EZUD-4848 48”x48” $228.00 $216.00 $208.00 $202.00

EZUD-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

DRY ERASE GRAPHICS 
EZ STIK™ ULTRA-DG –  It's a dry erase, peel & stick product that 
is printed full color and adheres to flat, non-porous surfaces 
including walls that have "orange peel" texture.   It can be re-
positioned dozens of times while retaining its hi-tack adhesion; 
and whenever it is removed, it leaves no sticky residue behind.  
Great for team building, brainstorming, planning, or training.

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ SMOOTH with DRY ERASE Prices are ea  /  Min run charge $70 

WSDE-912 9”x12” $70.00 $15.40 $7.80 $7.40

WSDE-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $21.00 $15.00 $13.80

WSDE-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $30.20 $27.80 $27.20

WSDE-2436 24”x36” $85.00 $62.50 $55.50 $54.00

WSDE-2448 24”x48” $90.00 $84.00 $74.00 $72.00

WSDE-4848 48”x48” $162 $154 $148 $144

WSDE-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  and Quantities  - - -

EZ STIK™ SMOOTH with DRY ERASE –  Same great EZ STIK™ 
Smooth graphic product but with a dry erase coating.  Apply 
to walls, doors, cabinets, counters, laptops, and windows.  
Full color print, medium-tack removable adhesive.  Great 
for interactive posters, inventory tags, message boards, and 
schedule charts just to name a few.  

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

SYNTHETIC PAPER with DRY ERASE Prices are ea  /  Min run charge $70 

PYDE-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $19.60 $14.00 $13.00

PYDE-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $28.40 $26.20 $25.60

PYDE-2436 24”x36” $80.00 $59.00 $52.50 $50.50

PYDE-2448 24”x48” $84.00 $78.00 $70.00 $68.00

PYDE-4848 48”x48” $152 $144 $140 $134

PYDE-CUST   - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  and Quantities  - - -

SYNTHETIC PAPER with DRY ERASE – Dry erase coating added 
to synthetic paper transforms this polypropylene poster into 
an interactive surface.  Great for schedule grids, workplace 
safety stats, training posters and office flow charts.  This is 
a non-adhesive product. 

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ Dry Erase Graphics

EZUD-2436

Pathway
Insurance
Pathway
Insurance

    To Do:
 Follow ups
  Inventory
Clean Kitchen

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov
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EZ STIK™ TECH SKINS  are a great way to get brand exposure 
and add character and personality to everyday tech gear. 
Our affordable and durable tech skins make it easy to swag 
out laptops, tablets, phone cases and gaming consoles.  
More than just tech, they can also be used on lockers, 
doors, water bottles – you are only limited by 
your imagination.  Graphics are easy to apply and 
when removed, leaves no sticky residue behind. 

• Vibrant full color print (scratch resistant)

• Laminated for extra durability (original only)

• Square cut or custom shape cut

• Easy to apply

• Clean, residue free removal

EZ STIK™ TECH SKINS

EZTS-86
Sheet Set Perfect for 
Marketing Give-aways.

Kiss cut stickers 
Just peel, stick and BRAND!

ITEM SIZE 50+ 100+ 250+ 500+ (A)

EZ STIK™ TECH SKIN (Original Sheet) Prices are ea  /  Min run charge $70 

EZTS-63 6”x3.5” $1.68 $1.64 $1.64 $1.58

EZTS-83 8”x3.5” $2.24 $2.18 $2.16 $2.02

EZTS-93 9”x3.5” $2.80 $2.62 $2.46 $2.26

EZTS-64 6”x4” $1.86 $1.82 $1.78 $1.70

EZTS-84 8”x5” $3.18 $3.00 $2.98 $2.82

EZTS-86 8”x6” $3.74 $3.54 $3.48 $3.24

EZTS-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  and Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

ITEM SIZE 50+ 100+ 250+ 500+ (A)

EZ STIK™ TECH SKIN (Smooth Pop Sheet) Prices are ea  /  Min run charge $50 

EZTP-63 6”x3.5” $1.40 $1.10 $1.10 $1.06

EZTP-83 8”x3.5” $1.50 $1.46 $1.44 $1.36

EZTP-93 9”x3.5” $1.86 $1.76 $1.64 $1.50

EZTP-64 6”x4” $1.24 $1.22 $1.18 $1.14

EZTP-84 8”x5” $2.12 $2.00 $1.98 $1.88

EZTP-86 8”x6” $2.50 $2.36 $2.32 $2.16

EZTP-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  and Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ Tech Skin (Original Sticker Sheet) –  Our signature 
Tech Skin designed for top performance.  Treated with 
lamination for scuff and UV protection. Perfect for use on 
smooth surfaces including vehicles.  Full color print, medium-
tack removable adhesive.  (Sheet with multiple kiss cut graphics).

EZ STIK™ Tech Skin (Smooth POP Sticker Sheet) –  Value priced, 
custom printed, adhesive backed white vinyl graphic 
designed for branding and message marketing.  Short-term 
use from one day to one year.  Peel and stick medium-tack 
removable adhesive.  (Sheet with multiple kiss cut graphics).

TSIN-106

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov
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ITEM SIZE 50+ 100+ 250+ 500+ (A)

EZ STIK™ TECH SKIN (Original) Prices are ea  /  Min run charge $70 

TSIN-21 2” x 1” $1.40 $0.70 $0.46 $0.44

TSIN-22 2” x 2” $1.40 $0.76 $0.62 $0.56

TSIN-24 2” x 4” $1.80 $1.06 $0.90 $0.84

TSIN-26 2” x 6” $1.90 $1.44 $1.22 $1.14

TSIN-28 2” x 8” $2.30 $1.72 $1.52 $1.42

TSIN-33 3” x 3” $1.70 $1.16 $0.98 $0.92

TSIN-34 3” x 4” $1.90 $1.34 $1.14 $1.08

TSIN-35 3” x 5” $2.10 $1.62 $1.42 $1.32

TSIN-37 3” x 7” $2.70 $2.08 $1.82 $1.72

TSIN-44 4” x 4” $2.30 $1.72 $1.42 $1.32

TSIN-45 4” x 5” $2.70 $1.98 $1.68 $1.58

TSIN-55 5” x 5” $2.86 $2.60 $2.04 $1.90

TSIN-57 5” x 7” $3.60 $2.68 $2.48 $2.40

TSIN-66 6” x 6” $3.78 $2.80 $2.50 $2.46

TSIN-84 8” x 4” $3.00 $2.70 $2.30 $2.20

TSIN-106 10” x 6” $4.70 $4.40 $3.90 $3.80

TSIN-128 12” x 8” $7.60 $6.70 $6.40 $6.20

TSIN-138 13x8.5 $7.90 $7.10 $6.90 $6.60

TSIN-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  and Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

ITEM SIZE 50+ 100+ 250+ 500+ (A)

EZ STIK™ TECH SKIN (Smooth Pop)    Prices are ea  /  Min run charge $50 

TPIN-21 2” x 1” $1.08 $0.52 $0.36 $0.34

TPIN-22 2” x 2” $1.06 $0.56 $0.48 $0.42

TPIN-24 2” x 4” $1.36 $0.74 $0.64 $0.60

TPIN-26 2” x 6” $1.38 $0.98 $0.84 $0.78

TPIN-28 2” x 8” $1.64 $1.16 $1.04 $0.96

TPIN-33 3” x 3” $1.26 $0.82 $0.70 $0.64

TPIN-34 3” x 4” $1.38 $0.92 $0.80 $0.76

TPIN-35 3” x 5” $1.50 $1.10 $0.98 $0.90

TPIN-37 3” x 7” $1.88 $1.38 $1.22 $1.14

TPIN-44 4” x 4” $1.64 $1.16 $0.98 $0.90

TPIN-45 4” x 5” $1.88 $1.32 $1.14 $1.06

TPIN-55 5” x 5” $2.04 $1.74 $1.36 $1.28

TPIN-57 5” x 7” $2.42 $1.74 $1.62 $1.58

TPIN-66 6” x 6” $2.54 $1.82 $1.64 $1.62

TPIN-84 8” x 4” $2.10 $1.80 $1.70 $1.60

TPIN-106 10” x 6” $3.10 $2.80 $2.60 $2.50

TPIN-128 12” x 8” $5.00 $4.40 $4.20 $4.00

TPIN-138 13x8.5 $5.20 $4.60 $4.50 $4.30

TPIN-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  and Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ Tech Skin (Original) –  Our signature Tech Skin 
designed for top performance.  Treated with lamination for 
scuff and UV protection. Perfect for use on smooth surfaces 
including vehicles.  Full color print, medium-tack removable 
adhesive.  (Individual graphics).

EZ STIK™ Tech Skin (Smooth POP) –  Value priced, custom 
printed, adhesive backed white vinyl graphic designed for 
branding and message marketing.  Short-term use from one 
day to one year.  Peel and stick medium-tack removable 
adhesive.  (Individual graphics).

QUICK TIP:  Spreading awareness of your brand is a key objective with giveaways. The more distribution 
channels you use the more likely you are to pique the interest of prospective customers.  Having a die cut 
sticker of your logo transcends advertising as it becomes a brand piece. If you use humor or a special 
message, they may read it and have an actual emotional connection.  When you use a high-quality vinyl 
sticker, you can be sure that it has staying power. You don’t want something you give away with brand 
messaging to be low quality or short lived as seen with paper stickers.  Vinyl stickers are waterproof and 
weatherproof which allows them to withstand all manner of abuse and still look awesome.    
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EZ STIK™ Floor Graphics
Look out below! Our versatile, peel & stick floor graphics will stop them in their tracks. Easy-to-apply and 
removable. Whether for carpet, smooth floors, indoors or out, we have a floor graphic for every application. 

EZ STIK™ FLOOR SMOOTH – designed for smooth hard flooring.  
Great for advertising that will be replaced with some 
frequency, such as sale items, in-store product promotions, 
school spirit, and lobby placement. Will last up to 3-6 
months but economically-friendly to replace more often.  
Leaves no sticky residue behind when removed.  Lifespan 
varies by environment and traffic.  Two styles available: 
standard and heavy-duty.  

Hard Flooring: Interior floors with a natural smooth 
polished or wax polished surface.  

Visit www.hadrus.com for surface application details. ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ FLOOR SMOOTH  STD Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $70 

EZFE-912 9”x12” $70.00 $10.30 $5.20 $4.90

EZFE-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $13.60 $9.80 $9.00

EZFE-1717 17”x17” $70.00 $18.60 $11.60 $11.60

EZFE-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $19.60 $18.00 $17.60

EZFE-2436 24”x36” $70.00 $40.50 $36.00 $35.00

EZFE-2448 24”x48” $62.00 $54.00 $48.00 $48.00

EZFE-4848 48”x48” $106.00 $100.00 $96.00 $94.00

EZFE-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

EZ STIK™ FLOOR SMOOTH  Standard – Removable adhesive graphic.  
Meets industry standards for slip-resistance.  (Longevity: up to 3 
months)

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ FLOOR SMOOTH  HD Prices are each  /  Min. run charge $70 

FEHD-912 9”x12” $70.00 $10.30 $5.20 $4.90

FEHD-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $13.60 $9.80 $9.00

FEHD-1717 17”x17” $70.00 $18.60 $11.60 $11.60

FEHD-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $19.60 $18.00 $17.60

FEHD-2436 24”x36” $70.00 $40.50 $36.00 $35.00

FEHD-2448 24”x48” $62.00 $54.00 $48.00 $48.00

FEHD-4848 48”x48” $106.00 $100.00 $96.00 $94.00

FEHD-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ FLOOR SMOOTH  Heavy-Duty – Removable adhesive 
graphic.  Heavy-Duty laminate meets industry standards for 
slip-resistance.  (Longevity: up to 6 months)

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

FEHD-4848
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EZ STIK™ FLOOR MULTI-SURFACE – a unique floor vinyl with a 
medium-tack, peel-and-stick adhesive backing designed 
for a wide variety of interior floor surfaces. It wears well 
and when removed, leaves no sticky residue behind. 
Designed for short-term indoor applications that require 
major impact where standard forms of advertising 
may not be practical or possible.  Lifespan varies by 
environment and traffic.

Hard Flooring: Interior floors with a natural smooth 
polished or wax polished surface including ceramic 
tile, sealed (polished) concrete, linoleum, Vinyl 
Composition Tile (VCT), laminate wood flooring and 
marble. 

Carpet Flooring: Floors with commercial-grade 
carpeting with a very low pile.  Performs best on 
carpeting that has a tight loop surface texture.  Not 
recommended for use on loose nap cut carpeting. 
Expect a shorter life when used on carpeting.  

Visit www.hadrus.com for surface application details.

ONE SOLUTION
Our Top Selling Floor Graphic is Incredibly Versatile 

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ FLOOR SMOOTH  STD Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $70 

EZFM-912 9”x12” $70.00 $14.60 $7.30 $7.00

EZFM-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $19.60 $14.00 $13.00

EZFM-1717 17”x17” $70.00 $18.80 $16.80 $16.80

EZFM-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $28.40 $26.20 $25.60

EZFM-2436 24”x36” $80.00 $59.00 $52.50 $50.50

EZFM-2448 24”x48” $88.00 $78.00 $70.00 $68.00

EZFM-4848 48”x48” $152.00 $144.00 $140.00 $134.00

EZFM-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ FLOOR MULTI-SURFACE  Standard – Medium-tack adhesive, 
clean removal.  Meets industry standards for slip-resistance.  
(Longevity: up to 6 months)

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ FLOOR MULTI-SURFACE  HD Prices are each  /  Min. run charge $70 

FMHD-912 9”x12” $70.00 $18.90 $9.50 $9.00

FMHD-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $25.80 $18.40 $17.00

FMHD-1717 17”x17” $70.00 $25.80 $22.20 $22.00

FMHD-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $37.20 $34.20 $33.60

FMHD-2436 24”x36” $110.50 $77.50 $69.00 $66.50

FMHD-2448 24”x48” $106.00 $102.00 $92.00 $88.00

FMHD-4848 48”x48” $200.00 $188.00 $182.00 $176.00

FMHD-CUST    - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ FLOOR MULTI-SURFACE  Heavy-Duty – Medium-tack 
adhesive, clean removal.  Meets industry standards for 

slip-resistance.   Heavy-Duty Lamination for more rigorous foot 
traffic use.  (Longevity: up to 9 months)  

FMHD Graphic on low-pile, commercial grade carpet

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

EZFM-1717

FMHD-1824
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• Directional Signage for Break-out Sessions
• Special Event Announcements
• Welcome Message 
• Trade Show Booth Traffic Builders

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ FLOOR TEXTURED - OUTDOOR Prices are each  /  Min. run charge $70 

EZFT-912 9”x12” $70.00 $24.70 $16.30 $15.50

EZFT-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $39.00 $32.40 $30.00

EZFT-1717 17”x17” $70.00 $45.40 $38.80 $38.60

EZFT-1824 18”x24” $129.60 $64.80 $60.40 $59.20

EZFT-2436 24”x36” $185.00 $129.50 $121.00 $117.00

EZFT-2448 24”x48” $186.00 $172.00 $162.00 $156.00

EZFT-4848 48”x48” $352.00 $332.00 $320.00 $310.00

EZFT-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ TEXTURED OUTDOOR - With an aggressive peel and stick 
adhesive, you can place a slip-resistant message on virtually 
any outdoor surface like unsealed concrete, asphalt, or brick. 
Will hold up to the rigors of heavy foot traffic and withstand 
the harsh environment associated with the outdoor elements.  
Great for outdoor directional signs, safety messages, 
QR codes and event sponsorships. 

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ FLOOR CARPET Prices are each  /  Min. run charge $70 

EZFC-912 9”x12” $70.00 $16.90 $9.50 $9.00

EZFC-1218 12”x18” $70.00 $25.80 $18.40 $17.00

EZFC-1717 17”x17” $70.00 $47.80 $22.20 $22.00

EZFC-1824 18”x24” $70.00 $44.20 $34.20 $33.60

EZFC-2436 24”x36” $105.00 $77.50 $69.00 $66.50

EZFC-2448 24”x48” $126.00 $102.00 $92.00 $88.00

EZFC-4848 48”x48” $200.00 $188.00 $182.00 $176.00

EZFC-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

EZ STIK™ FLOOR CARPET – a unique peel and stick HIGH TACK 
textured vinyl designed for low pile commercial grade carpets.  
Can also be used on hard flooring (tile, marble, wood, sealed 
concrete) making it a versatile floor graphic product.  Easy to 
apply and removable.  Designed for short-term applications that 
require major impact where standard forms of advertising may 
not be practical or possible.   Popular choice for hotel events and 
convention centers. 

Maximize eye-catching appeal 
with a custom shape cut.  

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov
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EZ STIK™ FOOTPRINTS

FLOOR SMOOTH – Short-term use for smooth, polished 
floors (Indoor Only). Removable adhesive.  
ITEM 10+ 50+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ FOOTPRINTS – FLOOR SMOOTH     (STD & HD)
EZFS-FOOT per pair  $6.00  $5.00  $4.50 

FSHD-FOOT per pair  $9.00  $7.50  $6.50 

MULTI-SURFACE – For smooth, polished floors or low-
pile, commercial grade carpet (Indoor Only).  Removable 
adhesive. 
ITEM 10+ 50+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ FOOTPRINTS – MULTI-SURFACE     (STD & HD)
EZFM-FOOT per pair  $8.00  $7.00  $6.00 

FMHD-FOOT per pair  $11.50  $9.50  $8.50 

CARPET – Short-term use for carpet floors and most 
interior hard flooring.  Can also be used outdoors on    
concrete for very limited use.  Removable adhesive.    
ITEM 10+ 50+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ FOOTPRINTS – FLOOR CARPET
EZFC-FOOT per pair $13.50 $10.50 $8.50 

OUTDOOR TEXTURED – Designed for outdoor concrete 
or asphalt surfaces.  Heavy-Duty, Weather resistant.
ITEM 10+ 50+ 100+ (A)

EZ STIK™ FOOTPRINTS – FLOOR TEXTURED
EZFT-FOOT per pair $17.00 $16.00 $14.00

EZ STIK™ FOOTPRINTS – These graphics are ideal for 
promoting your brand and directing foot traffic in a 
creative style. Printed and cut to life-size footprint shapes 
(approximately 11" in length) and sold as a pair (left and 
right).  Peel and stick format provides quick application for 
anyone and they are easily removed after use.  Available in 
five standard styles.  48 Hour Production Available. 

• Trade Show Traffic Builders
• Directional Signage for Events
• Drive Sales to a Specific Location
• Color Code for Break-Out Sessions
• Steps for Safety 

EZ STIK™ Footprints

Sneaker Toes Plain Boot Loafer

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

Ask about Custom 
Shapes and Sizes
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Fleet Graphics

FLEET GRAPHICS

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

FLEET GRAPHICS are the sensible way to brand your company’s 
vehicles. Studies have shown vehicle advertising has an 
incredibly low cost for its wide reach and high visibility.        
So, whether it's a dynamic design for the car door, a phone 
number on the tailgate, or a temporary use vehicle grade 
magnet, our line of Fleet Graphics offer the right solution at 
the right price.

• Vibrant full color print
• Calendared White Vinyl
• Straight Cut with Rounded Corners Standard 

(Custom Shape Cut Available)
• Laminated for scratch and UV protection
• Easy to apply to vehicle body or windows
• 5 year durability with clean, residue-free removal

VEHICLE GRADE – designed to last through the harshest 
environments while keeping your message crisp and 
dynamic. Easy to apply peel & stick, medium-tack 
adhesive, laminated vinyl that won't damage the vehicle 
surface.  

ITEM SIZE MOQ 2 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

VEHICLE GRADE Prices are each  /  Min. run charge $70 

VG-86 8'' x 6'' $35.00 $14.80 $6.90 $4.20

VG-88 8'' x 8'' $35.00 $19.00 $7.00 $5.30

VG-1010 10'' x 10'' $35.00 $19.00 $8.90 $7.00

VG-126 12'' x 6'' $35.00 $13.70 $5.90 $5.60

VG-1212 12'' x 12'' $35.00 $17.50 $11.10 $10.00

VG-1717 17'' x 17'' $40.00 $30.80 $19.40 $18.10

VG-1812 18'' x 12'' $35.00 $27.20 $14.80 $14.30

VG-2010 20'' x 10'' $35.00 $30.80 $14.10 $12.70

VG-246 24'' x 6'' $35.00 $20.40 $11.00 $10.60

VG-2410 24'' x 10'' $35.00 $23.20 $16.60 $15.60

VG-2412 24'' x 12'' $35.00 $38.00 $19.80 $19.20

VG-2418 24'' x 18'' $36.60 $30.80 $29.40 $28.40

VG-2424 24'' x 24'' $48.60 $55.00 $41.20 $40.20

VG-368 36'' x 8'' $36.60 $29.00 $20.60 $19.20

VG-3612 36'' x 12'' $56.00 $34.00 $32.00 $30.50

VG-528 52'' x 8'' $38.00 $32.00 $30.00 $29.00

EZFC-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  
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VG1812R

REFLECTIVE – Light up your 
message with custom 
reflective decals. This is 
perfect for applying to fleet 
vehicles which need high 
visibility at night. Printed 
full color, digital direct on 
engineering grade reflective vinyl with lamination 
for scratch and UV and permanent adhesive.  These 
graphics are durable, weather resistant, and available 
in custom shapes and sizes. 

• Vibrant full color print
• Straight Cut with Rounded Corners Standard 

(Custom Shape Cut Available)
• Laminated for scratch and UV protection
• Easy to apply

VEHICLE MAGNETS – made from 30 mil rubberized magnetic 
material that is designed for use on flat vehicle surfaces 
like doors and body panels.  Digitally printed in full color 
with a 4 mil laminate providing UV and scratch protection. 
Trimmed with straight sides and rounded corners.   
Easily removable and durable. Pricing is per pair.

Item Size Price/Pair (A)
MAG-1812 18” x 12” $50

MAG-2412 24” x 12” $70

MAG-2418 24” x 18” $100

MAG-1212 12” x 12” $50

MAG-1616 16” x 16” $90

MAG-2020 20” x 20” $120
DOT-83

ID NUMBERS – cut vinyl decals for a long term solution to display 
vehicle ID and USDOT numbers. Lettering height should be a 
minimum of 2" tall.  Letters are individually cut and provided 
with application tape so they can be applied all at once.  
Choose white or black solid colored vinyl (permanent adhesive).  

DOT-163

ITEM SIZE MOQ 2 5+ 25+ (A)

ID NUMBERS  Prices are each  /  Min. run charge $60 

DOT-64 6”x4” $60.00 $12.90  $3.80

DOT-83 8”x3” $60.00 $12.90  $3.80

DOT-123 12”x3” $60.00 $16.40  $5.40

DOT-162 16”x2” $60.00 $17.20  $4.80 

DOT-183 18”x3” $60.00 $17.20  $8.10 

DOT-243 24”x3” $60.00 $16.40  $10.80 

EZFC-CUST  - - Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

ITEM SIZE MOQ 2 5+ 25+ (A)

REFLECTIVE   Prices are each  /  Min. run charge $70 

VGR-86 8”x6” $70.00 $32.00 $24.00

VGR-162 16”x2” $70.00 $24.00 $20.00

VGR-1812 18”x12” $100.00 $70.00 $60.00

EZFC-CUST  - - Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

Magnet Installation:  Follow these simple tips: 
  

•  Apply clean magnetic signs to a clean surface
     (avoid application when magnet is cold and stiff)
•  Press out all air pockets
•  Remove, inspect and clean the signs regularly
•  Store magnetic signs flat 

See Magnetic Sign Care and Maintenance guide 
(provided with each order) for complete use and care 
directions or visit www.hadrus.com 

Magnetic signs will not work on vehicles that have 
non-magnetic body panels.  It is the vehicle owner’s 
responsibility to test the entire surface for proper 
magnetic adhesion.

Fleet Graphics 19w w w. h a d r u s . c o m



ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

PAPER POSTER Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $50 

POST-1218 12”x18” $50.00 $6.20 $4.40 $4.10

POST-1824 18”x24” $50.00 $8.90 $8.20 $8.00

POST-2436 24”x36” $50.00 $18.50 $16.50 $16.00

POST-2448 24”x48” $50.00 $24.50 $22.00 $21.50

POST-4848 48”x48” $50.00 $45.00 $44.00 $42.00

POST-CUST   - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

PAPER POSTER – Premium quality posters printed digitally direct 
on quality paper stock. Full color print is sharp and vibrant and 
scratch resistant.  100# text semi-gloss paper 6mil thick (this is 
a non-adhesive product).

ITEM SIZE 1-4 5+ 25+ 100+ (A)

SYNTHETIC PAPER Prices are each  /  Minimum run charge $50 

POLY-1218 12”x18” $50.00 $6.20 $4.40 $4.10

POLY-1824 18”x24” $50.00 $8.90 $8.20 $8.00

POLY-2436 24”x36” $50.00 $18.50 $16.50 $16.00

POLY-2448 24”x48” $50.00 $24.50 $22.00 $21.50

POLY-4848 48”x48” $50.00 $45.00 $44.00 $42.00

POLY-CUST   - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

SYNTHETIC PAPER – Looks and feels like a "wood-pulp" paper 
product.  Made of polypropylene.  The vibrant color print is 
scratch resistant; stands up to water, weather, grease, and 
chemicals; and resists tearing in both directions.  Semi-gloss 
7mil thick (this is a non-adhesive product). 

PAPER MERCH
PAPER POSTERS and WRAPPING PAPER have a traditional style that can't be 
beat.   With state of the art manufacturing, prints are bright and 
vibrant making them an excellent canvas to promote, engage, and 
delight (possibly even surprise).  

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov
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ITEM SIZE MOQ 2 10+ 50+ (A)

PREMIUM BRANDED WRAPPING PAPER 

PW 28" x 250" Roll  $140 ea  $116 ea  $98 ea 

PW-CUST   - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

ITEM SIZE MOQ 50+ 500+ 1000+ (A)

PREMIUM BRANDED TISSUE PAPER 

PT1015 10" x 15" 50 sheets $1.90 ea $1.70 ea $1.40 ea

PT1520 15" x 20" 50 sheets $3.90 ea $3.30 ea $2.70 ea

PT1723 17" x 23" 50 sheets $4.60 ea $4.00 ea $3.50 ea

PT2330 23" x 30" 50 sheets $7.98 ea $7.20 ea $5.98 ea

PW-CUST                  - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - -

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

PREMIUM BRANDED WRAPPING PAPER – Printed full color 
using premium 90# paper stock that has a satin 
(almost velvety) printed finish – quality wrapping 
paper that is vibrant and durable.   

PREMIUM BRANDED TISSUE PAPER – Printed full color 
using quality 16# tissue stock, a bit thicker than your 
everyday tissue paper but perfect for a classy box 
inner lining.  It’s lightly transparent, fold-able, yet thick 
enough that it won’t rip if you wrap a book in it.  

•  No Set up Charge (Single Logo)
•  Digital Direct Full Color Print
•  Coordinate with Corporate Colors
•  Standard Rolls 28” x 250” 
       (ask about custom size and sheet options)
•  Durable 90# paper stock 

•  No Set up Charge (Single Logo)
•  Digital Direct Full Color Print
•  Coordinate with Corporate Colors
•  Standard Sheet Sizes (custom sizes available)
         10”x15” / 15”x20”  /  17”x23”  /  23”x30”
•  Quality 16# paper tissue

Popular Layout Examples
Visit www.hadrus.com for a list of 
examples showing layout spacing 
and options.  

Perfect for box inner wrapping

Wrapping Paper & Tissue Paper

WRAPPING PAPER

TISSUE PAPER

21w w w. h a d r u s . c o m



We understand that a display at an event is all about marketing & branding with 

the goal of having the attendees engage for more information. It begins with a 

message that is clear and concise then portrayed visually 

in an eye-catching and engaging way.  It ends with the 

message posted on a professional looking display that has a 

"Go Anywhere" attitude of easy set up and easy take down.  

We offer a wide array of professional, time-tested and 

proven displays from unique to practical in the most popular 

sizes and styles.  Whether it's for a book signing, table-

top presentation, exposition event, or even just a simple 

message in the lobby to welcome patrons as they enter, our 

product solutions are effective, practical, and affordable.  

Trade Show Displays
Retractable Stands

Step and Repeat
X-Stands

Table Tops
Table Covers 

Table Runners
Backdrop Pop-Ups

Free-Standing
Flags Selecting the Right Display 

Answers to these questions will help you be aware of the needs and 
ultimately guide you (and your client) to the right trade show display.

•  How much information needs to be conveyed?  
Clear and concise messages work best.  For more lengthy 
messages, consider spreading across multiple displays.  

•  How much physical space is allocated for the display? 
From full size floor models to desktop miniatures, knowing 
how much space is available is key.  

•  Where/how is it intended to be used? 
Setting up in a retail lobby or traveling to an event? 

•  How long is it desired to last?
Will it be set up and taken down frequently and need to 
endure that type of handling?  Or,  will it be stationary for an 
extended period of time? 



• Wide-Base Brushed Anodized 
Aluminum

• Chrome End Caps

• Three-Piece Support Pole Extends 
from 72" to 92”

• Both Front and Rear Adjustable 
Leveling Feet

• Full Color Graphics on Signature  
Anti-Curl Media

• Zippered, Semi-Hard Cordura  
Nylon Carry Case

• Heavy-Duty Metal Interior Mechanism

• Replaceable Graphics

• Designed for Travel

• Indoor use only

• LIFETIME WARRANTY

Banner Stands – Best

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

PROFESSIONAL RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND Prices are each

RBS24PRO 24”x92” $420.00 $390.00 $360.00

*RBS36PRO 36”x92” $410.00 $394.00 $370.00

RBS48PRO 48”x92” $530.00 $500.00 $480.00

RBS60PRO 60”x92” $790.00 $770.00 $740.00

The Lifetime Warranty 
covers all interior 
mechanical parts and 
retracting mechanism. 
If you ever experience 
difficulty or the unit fails 
to expand or retract – 
please return it.  Repair 
or replacement is at 
discretion of Hadrus.  Not 
responsible for damage 
due to mishandling.

RBS36PRO

PROFESSIONAL RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND – Designed for 
travel, portability, years of operation and durability. This 
model also allows for easy replacement of graphics by 
owner.  We are so confident about this banner stand that 
it comes with a Lifetime Warranty. 

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov
* most popular

BANNER STANDSGOOD  |  BETTER  |  BEST
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*Warranty covers mechanical failure of internal retraction unit based 
on normal use. Repair or replacement is at discretion of Hadrus.  Not 
responsible for damage due to mis-handling.

DELUXE RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND 
– take your message to the next 
level with a wide-based stand that 
offers a ONE-YEAR WARRANTY*.  
This modern design is popular with 
its low profile sloping base and 
smart looking end caps.  It's clean 
and simple.  

• Durable, Wide-Based 
Anodized Aluminum Hardware

• Chrome End Caps

• Standard 3-segment Support 
Pole

• Signature Anti-Curl Media

• Black Zippered Carrying Case 
with Shoulder Strap

• Indoor use only

• One-Year Warranty*

Banner Stands – Better

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

DELUXE RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND Prices are each

RBS33D 33”x80” $330.00 $310.00 $290.00

RBS33DRBS33D

front leveling feet

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

BANNER STANDS GOOD  |  BETTER  |  BEST
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• Anodized Aluminum 
Hardware

• 3 Piece Support Pole

• Full Color Digital 
Print

• Signature Anti-Curl 
Media

• Black Zippered 
Carrying Case

• One-Year Warranty*

• Anodized Aluminum 
Hardware

• 3 Piece Support Pole

• Full Color Digital 
Print

• Signature Anti-Curl 
Media

• Black Zippered 
Carrying Case

• Three-Month 
Warranty*

Banner Stands – Good

STANDARD RBS – This entry level banner stand provides 
good value and longevity at a price that doesn't break the 
bank.  Features brushed anodized aluminum base with 
two swivel feet for stability and a three-piece support pole 
securely holds the printed graphic.  An easy-to-use marketing 
message you can carry conveniently to any location.  

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

STANDARD RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND Prices are each

RBS24 24”x80” $225.00 $210.00 $191.50

RBS31 31”x80” $225.00 $210.00 $191.50

*RBS33 33”x80” $210.00 $200.00 $190.00

RBS36 36”x80” $250.00 $230.00 $212.00

RBS48 48”x80” $350.00 $320.00 $297.00

RBS33 RBS24

* most popular

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

STP (Short-Term Purpose) Prices are each

STP-RBS24 24”x80” $160.00 $150.00 $138.00

STP-RBS31 31”x80” $150.00 $142.00 $134.00

*STP-RBS33 33”x80” $150.00 $142.00 $134.00

STP (Short-Term Purpose) – Designed with the guerrilla 
marketeer in mind, the STP banner stand is intended for 
short-term purpose marketing.  This lightweight model 
features a brushed anodized aluminum base with a single 
swivel foot for stability and a three-piece support pole which 
securely holds the printed graphic.  Just set and and forget it.

STP-RBS33

*Warranty covers mechanical failure of internal retraction unit based on normal use. Repair or replacement is 
at the discretion of Hadrus.  Not responsible for damage due to mis-handling.

STP-RBS33

* most popular

BANNER STANDSGOOD  |  BETTER  |  BEST
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Specialty Banner Stands

ITEM STYLE SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

DUAL-LAYERED RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND Prices are each

RBSDL33-P PILLAR 33”x80” $500.00 $460.00 $440.00

RBSDL33-WU WEDGE-UP 33”x80” $500.00 $460.00 $440.00

RBSDL33-WD WEDGE-DOWN 33”x80” $500.00 $460.00 $440.00

RBSDL33-C CURVES 33”x80” $580.00 $540.00 $530.00

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

DOUBLE-SIDED RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND Prices are each

RBSDS33 33”x80” $400.00 $376.00 $364.00

DOUBLE-SIDED RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND – allows your message to 
be seen from different directions which maximizes your branding 
opportunities. You can also put different messages on each side to 
increase your exposure and awareness.

• Double-Sided Full Color Graphics

• Signature Anti-Curl Media

• Aluminum Base with Swivel Out Foot for 
Support

• Single Pole Assembly for Convenience

• Includes Black Zippered Carrying Case

• One Year Warranty*

DUAL-LAYERED RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND – add depth and creativity to 
your message with the unique features of our DUAL-LAYERED model, 
designed for details beyond standard graphics. Choose from any of 
the 4 styles to best highlight and provide dimension to your brand or 
message. Same great features as our Double-Sided model with the 
extra value of unique front panels.

Choice of four styles

pillar wedge-up wedge-dn curves

Double Your Exposure

Front View Back View
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Step & Repeat Banner Stands

ADJUSTABLE FREE-STANDING BANNER STANDS – the perfect 
solution for large spaces and BIG messages with easy 
set-up and maximum exposure. These work well for 
Red Carpet Events, Photography Backdrops, Press 
Conferences, Step and Repeat Formats and a host of other 
High Impact Branding opportunities.

• Dual Telescoping Poles – Horizontal and Vertical

• Wide Support Bases for Stability

• Easy Assembly

• 9 oz. Wrinkle Resistant, Full Color,  
Digital Dye-Sublimated Fabric, Washable

• Each Unit Includes Hardware, Fabric Banner and 
Carry Case

• Replacement Banner Option Available

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

ADJUSTABLE FREE-STANDING BANNER STAND Prices are each

AFSB88F 8’x8’ $900.00 $850.00 $800.00

AFSB98F 9’x8’ $920.00 $870.00 $820.00

*AFSB108F 10’x8’ $990.00 $940.00 $890.00

REPLACEMENT BANNERS (Graphic Only) (A)

RB88F 8’x8’ $420.00

RB98F 9’x8’ $460.00

RB108F 10’x8’ $490.00

AFSB88F

AFSB108F

STEP & REPEAT 
BANNER STANDS 

The perfect solution for  
large spaces and BIG messages

* most popular
CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov
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Flexible Banner Stands

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

X-STAND BANNER DISPLAY Prices are each

XS24 24”x63” $96.00 $85.00 $80.00

XS32 32”x72” $140.00 $135.00 $130.00

X-STAND BANNER DISPLAY – designed for those 
occasions requiring fast set-up, dynamic 
graphics and portability. This sturdy, lightweight 
stand assembles in minutes making it perfect 
for virtually any sales presentation, product 
launch or special event. 

• Aluminum Legs, Fiberglass Arms 
and Hard PVC Hub

• Wide Base for Stability

• Easy Hang Hook and Grommet 
Graphics

• Full-Color Print, Satin Finish Vinyl

• Two Sizes available:   
      24" x 63" or  32" x 72"

• Zippered, Nylon Carrying Case

X-Stand Banner Displays
Designed for those occasions requiring fast set-up

XS24

XSPLUS XSPLUS

XS24

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

ADJUSTABLE X-STAND BANNER DISPLAY   Our XSPLUS 
is an adjustable X-stand frame providing maximum 
flexibility.  Unique adjustable feature allows graphics 
as small as 24" x 63" up to 32" x 72" and everything 
in between.  Compact design for super easy transport.   

• Fiberglass arms and legs

• Adjustable Frame for Different Sizes

• Compact Design for Economical 
Shipping

• Easy Hang Hook and Grommet 
Graphics

• Includes Full-Color Print on Satin 
Finish Vinyl

• Nylon Carrying Case

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

XSPLUS BANNER DISPLAY Prices are each

XSP24 24" x 63" $110.00 $100.00 $92.00

XSP32 32" x 72" $126.00 $114.00 $106.00
- - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - -

Height & 
Length

Adjustable 
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Tabletop Banner Stands

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

DESKTOP MINI RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND Prices are each

DTMINI 11.75” x 17” $74.00 $68.00 $62.00

         RETRACTABLE TABLETOP BANNER STANDS
The perfect solution to size 
restrictions without limiting the 
visibility and impact of your 
message. These are the same 
great units as the Standard 
RBS, including self-contained 
brushed aluminum stands, 
full-color graphics and padded 
carrying case.

DESKTOP MINI RETRACTABLE BANNER STAND – lightweight 
space saving unit fits on counter-tops, shelves, desktops 
or any area where space is limited. Compact anodized 
aluminum base, chrome plastic end-caps and full color 
print on anti-curl media.

TT33 TT48

DTMINI

DTEXE

TABLETOP 
BANNER STANDS

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

DESKTOP EXECUTIVE BANNER STAND Prices are each

DTEXE 15” x 24” $130.00 $120.00 $110.00

DTEXE-CUST     - - -  Contact For Custom Height  - - -

DESKTOP EXECUTIVE BANNER STAND –  all the advertising 
impact of our standard retractable stands with a much 
smaller footprint. Durable anodized aluminum base, 
plastic end-caps, full-color print on anti-curl media and 
black zippered carrying case.

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

RETRACTABLE TABLETOP BANNER STANDS Prices are each

TT24 24”x36” $180.00 $170.00 $160.00

TT33 33”x36” $200.00 $190.00 $180.00

TT36 36”x36” $250.00 $240.00 $230.00

TT48 48”x36” $350.00 $340.00 $330.00
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Table Covers

DIGITAL DYE-SUBLIMATED TABLE COVERS are the finishing 
touch or perfect complement for your trade show 
display, reception table or any occasion demanding 
attention to detail and tasteful branding. These 
durable covers will last for years with simple care.

• 9 oz. Wrinkle Resistant Polyester

• Digital Dye-Sublimated Print

• Scratch Resistant & Machine Washable

• Large Imprint Area

• Optional 3-sided (open back) and 4-sided 
(closed back) configurations

• Sized to fit standard tables 30" h x 30" d  
and hang approx. 2" above the floor

TC6

TC6

TC8

Table Covers
and Runners

 Rear View 
3-Sided (open back)

 Rear View 
4-Sided (closed back)

Choose 3-sided (open back) or 4-sided (closed back)

DIGITAL DYE-SUBLIMATED FABRIC TABLE COVERS Prices are each 

TYPE ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

3 SIDED TC4-3S 4’ $250.00 $240.00 $220.00 

4 SIDED TC4-4S 4’ $316.00 $306.00 $284.00 

*3 SIDED TC6-3S 6’ $300.00 $290.00 $270.00 

*4 SIDED TC6-4S 6’ $395.00 $374.00 $350.00 

3 SIDED TC8-3S 8’ $356.00 $338.00 $320.00 

4 SIDED TC8-4S 8’ $460.00 $442.00 $418.00 

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

* most popular

QUICK TIP:  Dye-Sublimated Fabric Covers can be 
machine washed in cold water on gentle cycle. 
Lay flat or hang to dry. Wrinkles or creases 
can be eliminated with hand steamer or warm 
iron. Do NOT bleach or tumble dry.

TC4
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Table Covers / Table Runners

DIGITAL DYE-SUBLIMATED TABLE RUNNERS Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

TR2472 24”x72” $138.00 $132.00 $124.00

TR2480 24”x80” $148.00 $142.00 $132.00

TR3072 30”x72” $160.00 $154.00 $142.00

TR3080 30”x80” $174.00 $166.00 $154.00

TR3090 30”x90” $188.00 $180.00 $168.00

TR3672 36”x72” $184.00 $174.00 $162.00

TR3680 36”x80” $198.00 $190.00 $176.00

TR3690 36”x90” $216.00 $206.00 $192.00

TR4272 42”x72” $206.00 $196.00 $182.00

TR4280 42”x80” $222.00 $212.00 $198.00

TR4290 42”x90” $244.00 $234.00 $218.00

TR4872 48”x72” $228.00 $218.00 $202.00

TR4880 48”x80” $248.00 $236.00 $220.00

TR4890 48”x90” $272.00 $260.00 $242.00

TR-CUST - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - -

DIGITAL DYE-SUBLIMATED TABLE RUNNERS  are an inexpensive 
option and simple way to enhance any table by offering 
the same features of our full-size table covers including: 
100% washable, wrinkle-free polyester with dynamic, 
dye-sublimated graphics. These extremely versatile 
polyester runners fit a variety of tables and can be used 
to drape the front, top and back. A cost-effective option to 
team with any solid color table cover.

• 9 oz. Wrinkle Resistant Polyester
• Digital Dye-Sublimated Print
• Scratch Resistant & Machine Washable
• Many Sizes to Choose From

TR2472

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

TR2472

TR3080

TENSION FABRIC TABLE COVERS – Fits snug to most collapsible 
tables. The two-way tension fabric cover completely 
envelopes the table and creates a sleek, modern look for 
your event. The curved, open back provides easy access 
to under-table storage and allows you to pull up a chair. 
The wrinkle free fabric makes transportation and setup a 
breeze!

DIGITAL DYE-SUBLIMATED TENSION FABRIC TABLE COVERS Prices are each 

TYPE ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

6’ STC6 6’ $522.00 $496.00 $468.00 

8’ STC8 8’ $620.00 $588.00 $556.00 

Rear

STC6

STC6

• 9 oz. Polyester Table Fabric

• Digital Dye-Sublimated Print

• 6 ft and 8 ft sizes available

• Scratch Resistant & Machine 
Washable

• Sized to Fit Most Standard 
Collapsible Tables 

31w w w. h a d r u s . c o m
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ADVERTISING FLAGS

Advertising Flags

Flags are an eye-catching way to effectively advertise a logo 
or message. We offer the most popular styles in the most 
requested sizes, all to fit your budget. 

Perfect for Grand Openings, Special Offers and Events, School 
Spirit, and many more applications.

• 4 oz. Polyester Flag Material

• Digital Dye-Sublimation, Scratch 
Resistant

• Feather Flag Styles Available: 
Teardrop, Angle and Rectangular 

• Sizes from 7' up to a WHOPPING 18' 
Tall

• Poles and Ground Spike Included 
with Listed Styles

• Optional Hardware Available

FAFSS9

HARDWARE OPTIONS - FLAGS

TYPE ITEM PRICE/UNIT (A)
CROSS BASE CBFLAG $140.00

SQUARE BASE SQBFLAG $156.00

GROUND SPIKE GRSFLAG $72.00

WATER BAG WBFLAG $20.00

CARRY CASE CCFLAG $68.00

Cross Base
Square Base Water Bag

Carry Case NOT
available for

RF and ECO Flags

Carry Case

OPTIONAL HARDWARE

OPTIONAL HARDWARE:  Consider these 
options for allowing additional 
usage of your flags in locations 
other than ground insertion such 
as: parking lots, showrooms, trade 
shows and lobby entrances. Please 
take environmental conditions into 
consideration when selecting your 
best hardware solution.

Ground 
Spike

For best results, flags should not be displayed  
during adverse weather conditions. 
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CPFS53

Advertising Flags

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)
TEARDROP FLAG – SINGLE SIDED Prices are ea

TFSS7 7’ $310.00 $302.00 $286.00

TFSS9 9’ $310.00 $302.00 $286.00

TFSS11 11.2’ $378.00 $368.00 $348.00

TFSS13 13.5’ $442.00 $432.00 $408.00

FEATHER ANGLE FLAG – SINGLE SIDED Prices are ea

FAFSS9 9’ $310.00 $302.00 $286.00

FAFSS10 10.5’ $310.00 $302.00 $286.00

FAFSS14 14’ $378.00 $368.00 $348.00

FAFSS18 18’ $442.00 $432.00 $408.00

RECTANGLE FLAG – SINGLE SIDED Prices are ea

RFSS8 8.5’ $497.00 $485.00 $460.00

RFSS11 11.5’ $539.00 $525.00 $498.00

RFSS15 15’ $580.00 $566.00 $537.00

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)
TEARDROP FLAG – DOUBLE SIDED Prices are ea

TFDS7 7’ $442.00 $430.00 $408.00

TFDS9 9’ $442.00 $430.00 $408.00

TFDS11 11.2’ $517.00 $504.00 $478.00

TFDS13 13.5’ $630.00 $615.00 $583.00

FEATHER ANGLE FLAG – DOUBLE SIDED Prices are ea

FAFDS9 9’ $442.00 $430.00 $408.00

FAFDS10 10.5’ $442.00 $430.00 $408.00

FAFDS14 14’ $517.00 $504.00 $478.00

FAFDS18 18’ $630.00 $615.00 $583.00

RECTANGLE FLAG – DOUBLE SIDED Prices are ea

RFDS8 8.5’ $677.00 $660.00 $626.00

RFDS11 11.5’ $738.00 $720.00 $683.00

RFDS15 15’ $800.00 $780.00 $740.00

Teardrop, Angle, and 
Rectangle FEATHER FLAGS

16’ OUTDOOR ECONOMY FEATHER FLAG – is designed for 
outdoor use and will advertise any message efficiently and 
cost-effectively. The curved sleeve and free-flying edge 
allows the flag to grab attention. Single-sided imprint only. 
Compatible only with included ground stake.

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)
16’ OUTDOOR ECONOMY – SINGLE SIDED ONLY each

ECOFLAG 16’ $375.00 $365.00 $346.00

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

Custom Pole Flag
ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

CUSTOM POLE FLAG – SINGLE SIDED Prices are ea

CPFS32 3’ x 2’ $134.00 $123.00 $112.00

CPFS53 5’ x 3’ $264.00 $242.00 $220.00

CPFS64 6’ x 4’ $393.00 $361.00 $328.00

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)
CUSTOM POLE FLAG – DOUBLE SIDED Prices are ea

CPFD32 3’ x 2’ $177.00 $163.00 $148.00

CPFD53 5’ x 3’ $372.00 $341.00 $310.00

CPFD64 6’ x 4’ $566.00 $519.00 $472.00

CUSTOM POLE FLAG – Our 
custom pole flag lets 
you fly your message 
with ease. Finished with 
sewn hems and with a 
reinforced grommet strip.   
Double-sided models 
come with a block-out layer to prevent image bleed through.

• 4 oz. Polyester Flag Material
• Digital Dye-Sublimation
• Scratch Resistant
• Reinforced Grommet Strip

 close up of grommet strip

TFSS11
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Our 10-foot Event Tent 
is a unique way to 
achieve 360 degrees 
of branding with a 
custom full fabric 
digital dye sublimation 
canopy and hardware 
package.

The canopy is printed 
full color on 6 oz. Weather Resistant Tent Polyester material. Your 
brand message can be displayed on each of the four peaks and 
valance panels (choice of white or black reinforcement strip). Our 
large format full color capabilities take artwork seam to seam. 

Heavy-duty hex shape 40mm aluminum hardware gives the tent 
strength in outdoor installations.  The telescopic legs allow you to 
adjust the height and the interior lattice expands the tent interior 
with the crank of a handle. Each leg has a foot plate ready to be 
staked to the ground. (Ropes, stakes, and standard carrying bag 
included with hardware).

RBS ALFRESCO – Outdoor retractable 
banner stand that has double-sided 
graphics with a robust weighted 
hardware design.  The display can 
remain stable outside in light to 
moderate wind.

The durable center support pole has 
an adjustable height and can be used 
at any height from 40" to 80".  At the 
full 80" height, it's stable in winds up 
to 15 mph. In areas with higher winds or gusts above 15 
mph, the RBS Alfresco can be adjusted to at a shorter height 
to remain stable.  At 72" tall, it can be used in winds or gusts 
up to 20 mph, and at 60" tall, it can handle winds of 30 mph.

CUSTOM EVENT TENT Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

CET10 10’ x 10’ $1,646.00 $1,598.00 $1,550.00 

CET-BK Back Wall $690.00 $672.00 $638.00

CET-SB Sand Bags $200.00 $196.00 $186.00

RBS Alfresco Outdoor Banner Stand Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

RBS33A 33" x 80" $700.00 $670.00 $650.00

Custom Event Tent Outdoor Retractable

Optional Printed Fabric Back Wall Optional Sand Bags (set of 4)

Nylon Carry BagExpandable Frame Hardware

Outdoor Displays

When used outdoors on a hard surface where the ground 
stakes can't be used, it's recommended to use sandbags 
or other weights on the extended base stabilizers for 
greater stability.

• Double-sided outdoor retractable banner stand

• Vibrant print on HD scrim banner for extra durability

• Replaceable Graphics

• Extendable base stabilizers 
     (Includes stakes to secure to ground)

• Removable center tank (fill with water / 20 lbs of weight)

• Black Zippered, Carrying Case

• Can be used both outdoors and indoors

• One year limited hardware warranty against 
manufacturer defects

Base with removable tank

Zippered carry case

Adjustable pole and 
ground stakes
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Trade Show Displays

• 9 oz. Tension Fabric

• Digitally Printed at 720 x 720 resolution

• 3 Sizes available

• 2 Popular Designs – Straight or Curved

• Easy to Setup and Take Down

• 100% Washable

• Includes Canvas Carrying Bag

FABRIC POP-UP DISPLAYS – quick and easy-to-assemble 
displays are designed with a pop-up mechanism and hook-
and-loop attached fabric that allows you to use, then simply 
fold the entire unit for storage or transport. When your next 
event comes along, just expand the pop-up frame and your 
graphic automatically expands with it … it’s that easy!

TYPE ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

STRAIGHT POP-UP Prices are ea

FABRIC 5’ TS - SPUF5 5’ $1,046.00 $1,014.00 $980.00

FABRIC 8’ TS - SPUF8 8’ $1,440.00 $1,420.00 $1,380.00

FABRIC 10’ TS - SPUF10 10’ $1,730.00 $1,710.00 $1,670.00

TYPE ITEM SIZE 1 2-24 25+ (A)

CURVED POP-UP  Prices are ea

FABRIC 8’ TS-CPUF8 8’ $1,450.00 $1,430.00 $1,390.00

FABRIC 10’ TS-CPUF10 10’ $1,740.00 $1,720.00 $1,680.00

TS-SPUF10

Trade Show Displays

TS-CPUF10

TS - SPUF8

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

TS - SPUF5

Table not 
included

TS - CPUF8
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Corrugated Plastic Signs PVC Plastic Signs

CORRUGATED PLASTIC SIGNS – are lightweight, cost-effective, 
waterproof polypropylene plastic with fluted channels. Most 
commonly used for political campaigns, yard signs, school 
spirit, sale signs, directional and business promotions.
 H-stakes are available – not included in sign price. PVC PLASTIC SIGNS – One of the most popular plastic sign 

materials is polyvinyl chloride, commonly known as PVC. 
PVC signs are a durable, versatile, and lightweight option 
that gives you a professionally printed sign you can use 
long-term for both indoor and outdoor settings. 

Side-by-side Comparison
 4mm Coroplast (fluted) 3mm EPVC (solid)

CORRUGATED PLASTIC SIGNS (4mm) - Single-Sided Prices are each

ITEM SIZE Mult. Min 50+ 100+ MULTIPLES (A)
CP-1218 18”x12” $15.00 $14.00 $13.00 16

*CP-1824 24”x18” $24.00 $20.00 $16.00 10

CP-2424 24”x24” $30.00 $26.00 $22.00 8

CP-2436 24”x36” $60.00 $53.00 $45.00 4

CP-CUST  - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - 

CPHS Standard Wire H-Stake  /  $4.00 Per Stake

EPVC PLASTIC SIGNS (3mm white) - Single-Sided Prices are each

ITEM SIZE Mult. Min 50+ 100+ MULTIPLES (A)
R20-1812 18”x12” $28 $25 $23 16

R20-1824 24”x18” $44 $40 $36 10

R20-2424 24”x24” $55 $50 $45 8

R20-2436 24”x36” $110 $100 $90 4

R20-2424 30”x48” $150 $140 $125 3

R20-CUST  - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - 

Visit www.hadrus.com for more sizes and specifications.  

CORRUGATED PLASTIC SIGNS (4mm) - Double-Sided Prices are each

ITEM SIZE Mult. Min 50+ 100+ MULTIPLES (A)
CPDS-1218 18”x12” $20.00 $19.00 $18.00 16

CPDS-1824 24”x18” $30.00 $26.00 $22.00 10

CPDS-2424 24”x24” $40.00 $36.00 $32.00 8

CPDS-2436 24”x36” $60.00 $54.00 $48.00 4

CPDS-CUST  - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  or  Larger Quantities  - - 

CPHS Standard Wire H-Stake  /  $4.00 Per Stake

Note: Sizes larger than 24”x36 ” are available.  Shipping is calculated  
using dimensional weight, which will incur additional charges.

Rigid Plastic Signs

• Menu Boards and Information Signs

• Project and Scheduling Grids

• Full Color Print

• Weather Resistant

• Superior to foam board signs

• Dry Erase Option (write on / wipe off)

* most popular
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You see them hanging at schools, retail 

businesses, car dealerships and churches,  

on fences at athletic fields and construction 

sites and on light poles as you drive down the road.  

Banners are everywhere simply because they are cost-

effective solutions for promotional signage.

With Hadrus Vinyl Graphics as your wholesale partner, banners 

are easy to sell and make a great intro product for a new 

customer or an add-on product for existing customers.  

We manufacture all types of quality banners with our state-of-

the-art equipment coupled with our outstanding production 

team and award winning customer service.  Whether you 

need 1000 banners for a nationwide advertising campaign or 

a single banner for a retirement party, we produce banners in 

both vinyl and fabric and almost any size.

Banner Hanging Tips – Best Practices
A properly installed banner has tension evenly 
distributed across the entire surface where there are 
no wrinkles in the media. The banner is fastened to a 
structure using all of the provided grommet locations. 

Due to their strength and affordability, heavy-duty zip ties are a popular 
method for installing vinyl banners (on a fence for example). One zip tie 
per grommet location and two zip ties in all corners recommended. As an 
alternate to zip ties, nylon rope or fence wire could be used instead.

Maintenance — Regular inspection of the banner is important. Tighten 
any connections that have loosened or replace any connections that may 
have broke or come undone. This will maintain a professional look and 
will help ensure the banner lasts.

Banners
 Vinyl & Fabric

Small
 Medium
 Large
  Pole
 Mesh
 Break-Away
 Champion

Fabric



VINYL BANNERS
Different sizes to fit your needs

SBM36
SBM48

Please see Page 45 for Banner Finishing Options.
CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

SMALL BANNERS Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-49 50+ (A)

SBS23 2’x3’ $48.00 $27.00 $18.00

SBS24 2’x4’ $48.00 $36.00 $22.80

SBS25 2’x5’ $60.00 $45.00 $28.50

SBS26 2’x6’ $72.00 $54.00 $34.20

SBS28 2’x8’ $96.00 $72.00 $45.60

SBS210 2’x10’ $120.00 $90.00 $57.00

SBS-CUST     - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - 

MEDIUM BANNERS Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-49 50+ (A)

SBM33 3’x3’ $48.00 $27.00 $18.00

SBM34 3’x4’ $48.00 $36.00 $24.00

SBM35 3’x5’ $60.00 $45.00 $30.00

SBM36 3’x6’ $72.00 $54.00 $36.00

SBM37 3’x7’ $84.00 $63.00 $42.00

SBM38 3’x8’ $96.00 $72.00 $48.00

SBM39 3’x9’ $108.00 $81.00 $54.00

SBM44 4’x4’ $64.00 $48.00 $32.00

SBM45 4’x5’ $80.00 $60.00 $40.00

SBM46 4’x6’ $96.00 $72.00 $48.00

SBM47 4’x7’ $112.00 $84.00 $56.00

SBM48 4’x8’ $128.00 $96.00 $64.00

SBM49 4’x9’ $144.00 $108.00 $72.00

SBM-CUST        - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - 

• 13 oz. Heavy-Duty Outdoor Vinyl (Tear-resistant)
• Digital Direct Full Color Imprint
• Weatherproof Inks
• Heat Welded Hems for Durability
• Evenly Spaced Metal Grommets for Easy Hanging
• Double-Sided Print Available (additional)

SBS26
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LARGE BANNERS Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-49 50+ (A)

SBL310 3’x10’ $120.00 $90.00 $63.00

SBL312 3’x12’ $144.00 $108.00 $75.60

SBL315 3’x15’ $180.00 $135.00 $94.50

SBL320 3’x20’ $240.00 $180.00 $126.00

SBL410 4’x10’ $160.00 $120.00 $84.00

SBL412 4’x12’ $192.00 $144.00 $100.80

SBL415 4’x15’ $240.00 $180.00 $126.00

SBL420 4’x20’ $320.00 $240.00 $168.00

SBL55 5’x5’ $100.00 $75.00 $52.50

SBL56 5’x6’ $120.00 $90.00 $63.00

SBL57 5’x7’ $140.00 $105.00 $73.50

SBL58 5’x8’ $160.00 $120.00 $84.00

SBL59 5’x9’ $180.00 $135.00 $94.50

SBL510 5’x10’ $200.00 $150.00 $105.00

SBL512 5’x12’ $360.00 $240.00 $126.00

SBL515 5’x15’ $450.00 $300.00 $157.50

SBL520 5’x20’ $600.00 $400.00 $210.00

SBL-CUST       - - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - - -

SBL58

Please see Page 45 for Banner Finishing Options.

• 13 oz. Heavy-Duty Outdoor Vinyl (Tear Resistant)
• Digital Direct Full Color Imprint
• Weatherproof Inks
• Heat Welded Hems for Durability
• Evenly Spaced Metal Grommets for Easy Hanging
• Double-Sided Print Available (additional)

SBL420

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

Make a Statement with LARGE BANNERS 
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EXTRA LARGE BANNERS 

Please see Page 45 for Banner Finishing Options.

XXL BANNERS Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-49 50+ (A)

SBXXL1010 10’x10’ $800.00 $650.00 $500.00

SBXXL1012 10’x12’ $960.00 $780.00 $600.00

SBXXL1015 10’x15’ $1,200.00 $975.00 $750.00

SBXXL1020 10’x20’ $1,600.00 $1,300.00 $1,000.00

SBXXL-CUST         - - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - - -

CUSTOM BANNERS 
are AVAILABLE
If you don’t see the size you want, we’ll make 
exactly what you need. Larger, smaller or 
anywhere in-between we will manufacture to 
your specifications.  Call for a quote.

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

EXTRA-LARGE BANNERS Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-49 50+ (A)

SBXL66 6’x6’ $216.00 $144.00 $108.00

SBXL67 6’x7’ $252.00 $168.00 $126.00

SBXL68 6’x8’ $288.00 $192.00 $144.00

SBXL69 6’x9’ $324.00 $216.00 $162.00

SBXL610 6’x10’ $360.00 $240.00 $180.00

SBXL612 6’x12’ $432.00 $288.00 $216.00

SBXL615 6’x15’ $540.00 $360.00 $270.00

SBXL620 6’x20’ $720.00 $480.00 $360.00

SBXL77 7’x7’ $392.00 $318.50 $245.00

SBXL78 7’x8’ $448.00 $364.00 $280.00

SBXL79 7’x9’ $504.00 $409.50 $315.00

SBXL710 7’x10’ $560.00 $455.00 $350.00

SBXL712 7’x12’ $672.00 $546.00 $420.00

SBXL715 7’x15’ $840.00 $682.50 $525.00

SBXL720 7’x20’ $1,120.00 $910.00 $700.00

SBXL88 8’x8’ $512.00 $416.00 $320.00

SBXL89 8’x9’ $576.00 $468.00 $360.00

SBXL810 8’x10’ $640.00 $520.00 $400.00

SBXL812 8’x12’ $768.00 $624.00 $480.00

SBXL815 8’x15’ $960.00 $780.00 $600.00

SBXL820 8’x20’ $1,280.00 $1,040.00 $800.00

SBXL-CUST            - - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - - -

• 13 oz. Heavy-Duty Outdoor Vinyl (Tear Resistant)
• Digital Direct Full Color Imprint
• Weatherproof Inks
• Heat Welded Hems for Durability
• Evenly Spaced Metal Grommets for Easy Hanging
• Double-Sided Print Available on XL (additional) 

   (Double-Sided print not available on XXL sizes)
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Fabric Banners

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

Standard Sewn Hem

Sewn Hem & Grommets

Pole Pocket
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DIGITAL DYE-SUBLIMATED BANNERS – Our fabric banners 
are a simple way to enhance the visual appearance 
of your message.  Printed on wrinkle-free polyester, 
banners are scratch resistant and 100% washable.

• 9 oz. Wrinkle Resistant Polyester
• Digital Dye-Sublimated Print
• Includes Standard Sewn Hem and Grommets
• Scratch Resistant
• Machine Washable
• Custom Finishing Available (additional)

The Elegance of Fabric 
and the Vibrancy of Digital Printing 

DIGITAL DYE-SUBLIMATED BANNERS Prices are each

Item #: Size 1 2-49 50+ (A)

PFB32 3’x2’ $104.00 $96.00 $86.00

PFB33 3’x3’ $130.00 $120.00 $108.00

PFB43 4’x3’ $156.00 $142.00 $130.00

PFB53 5’x3’ $182.00 $166.00 $152.00

PFB63 6’x3’ $208.00 $190.00 $174.00

PFB83 8’x3’ $260.00 $238.00 $216.00

PFB103 10’x3’ $312.00 $286.00 $260.00

PFB44 4’x4’ $190.00 $174.00 $158.00

PFB64 6’x4’ $260.00 $238.00 $216.00

PFB84 8’x4’ $328.00 $302.00 $274.00

PFB104 10’x4’ $398.00 $364.00 $332.00
PFB55 5’x5’ $268.00 $246.00 $224.00
PFB65 6’x5’ $312.00 $286.00 $260.00

PFB85 8’x5’ $398.00 $364.00 $332.00

PFB105 10’x5’ $484.00 $444.00 $404.00

PFB66 6’x6’ $364.00 $332.00 $302.00

PFB86 8’x6’ $466.00 $428.00 $390.00

PFB106 10’x6’ $570.00 $524.00 $476.00

PFB126 12’x6’ $674.00 $618.00 $562.00

PFB-CUST - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - -

PFB63

PFB-CUST



Street / Avenue / Pole Banners

Optional hardware sold separately:
POLE BANNER HARDWARE/ARMS:  Rust-Free cast aluminum 
attachment base with fiberglass arms is designed to 
withstand the elements and transfer wind load to the 
banner. Each unit will fit square, round or multi-sided poles.

SINGLE SET – 1 BANNER per Pole includes; 2 Aluminum Brackets,  
2 Fiberglass Arms, 4 Steel Bands (40"), 2 Pins/Rings/End Caps.

DOUBLE SET – 2 BANNERS per Pole includes; 4 Aluminum Brackets,  
4 Fiberglass Arms, 4 Steel Bands (40"), 4 Pins/Rings/End Caps. 

POLE BANNERS INCLUDE:
• 18 oz. Heavy Duty Outdoor Vinyl
• Double-Sided Digital Direct Full Color Print
• Weatherproof Inks
• Sewn Hems
• Standard Pole Pockets (for fiberglass arms)
• 4 standard grommets

pole banner arms double set shown

PB2460 with Double 
Set Hardware

PB1836 with Single  
Set Hardware

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov

ITEM SIZE 1 2-49 50+ (A)

POLE BANNER Prices are each

PB1836 18”x36” $60.00 $54.00 $48.00

PB1848 18”x48” $80.00 $72.00 $64.00

PB2436 24”x36” $60.00 $54.00 $48.00

PB2448 24”x48” $80.00 $72.00 $64.00

PB2460 24”x60” $100.00 $90.00 $80.00

PB3048 30”x48” $120.00 $108.00 $96.00

PB3060 30”x60” $150.00 $135.00 $120.00

PB-CUST - - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - - -

POLE BANNER HARDWARE/ARMS:  (specify size: 18",   24",  30"  or  36") 

PBHSS SINGLE SET – 1 BANNER $160.00

PBHDS DOUBLE SET – 2 BANNERS $240.00

POLE BANNERS From city streets to college campuses, 
these banners will get your message across
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Mesh Banners
Please see Page 45 for Finishing Options.

WHEN WIND IS A CHALLENGE 

QUICK TIP:  Many municipalities use these banners over roadways to announce festivals, fairs and special events! 

Turn to Our DURABLE 
MESH Banners

Mesh Material
Manufactured to allow smooth 
air flow in breezy conditions. 
Wind simply blows through 
these banners utilizing a PVC 
coated woven mesh.

STANDARD MESH BANNERS Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-49 50+ (A)

MB35 3’x5’ $60.00 $45.00 $37.50

MB36 3’x6’ $72.00 $54.00 $45.00

MB38 3’x8’ $96.00 $72.00 $60.00

MB310 3’x10’ $120.00 $90.00 $75.00

MB44 4’x4’ $64.00 $48.00 $40.00

MB45 4’x5’ $80.00 $60.00 $50.00

MB46 4’x6’ $96.00 $72.00 $60.00

MB48 4’x8’ $128.00 $96.00 $80.00

MB410 4’x10’ $160.00 $120.00 $100.00

MB412 4’x12’ $192.00 $144.00 $120.00

MB415 4’x15’ $240.00 $180.00 $150.00

MB420 4’x20’ $320.00 $240.00 $200.00

MB58 5’x8’ $160.00 $120.00 $100.00

MB510 5’x10’ $200.00 $150.00 $125.00

MB515 5’x15’ $450.00 $300.00 $225.00

MB520 5’x20’ $600.00 $400.00 $300.00

MB-CUST           - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - -

• 11 oz. PVC Coated Vinyl
• 60/40 Mesh Pattern
• Heat Welded Hems
• Evenly Spaced Grommets
• Digital Direct Full Color Imprint
• Weatherproof Inks

REINFORCED MESH BANNERS Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-49 50+ (A)

MBR35 3’x5’ $90.00 $75.00 $67.50

MBR36 3’x6’ $108.00 $90.00 $81.00

MBR38 3’x8’ $144.00 $120.00 $108.00

MBR310 3’x10’ $180.00 $150.00 $135.00

MBR44 4’x4’ $96.00 $80.00 $72.00

MBR45 4’x5’ $120.00 $100.00 $90.00

MBR46 4’x6’ $144.00 $120.00 $108.00

MBR48 4’x8’ $192.00 $160.00 $144.00

MBR410 4’x10’ $240.00 $200.00 $180.00

MBR412 4’x12’ $288.00 $240.00 $216.00

MBR415 4’x15’ $360.00 $300.00 $270.00

MBR420 4’x20’ $480.00 $400.00 $360.00

MBR58 5’x8’ $240.00 $200.00 $180.00

MBR510 5’x10’ $300.00 $250.00 $225.00

MBR515 5’x15’ $600.00 $450.00 $375.00

MBR520 5’x20’ $800.00 $600.00 $500.00

MBR-CUST          - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - -

• 11 oz. PVC Coated Vinyl
• 60/40 Mesh Pattern
• Reinforced Nylon Webbing Added to Hems
• Evenly Spaced Grommets
• Digital Direct Full Color Imprint
• Weatherproof Inks

MBR48

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE
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CHAMPIONSHIP BANNERS showcase your accomplishments

Championship Banners / Break-Away Banners

ITEM SIZE 1 2-49 50+ (A)
Championship Banner Single-Sided

CB35 3’x5’ $75.00 $67.50 $60.00

CB36 3’x6’ $90.00 $81.00 $72.00

CB46 4’x6’ $120.00 $108.00 $96.00

CB48 4’x8’ $160.00 $144.00 $128.00

CB-CUST    - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - - 

Championship Banner Double-Sided

CB35D 3’x5’ $150.00 $135.00 $120.00

CB36D 3’x6’ $180.00 $162.00 $144.00

CB46D 4’x6’ $240.00 $216.00 $192.00

CB48D 4’x8’ $320.00 $288.00 $256.00

CBD-CUST    - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - - 

• Non-Curl, 18 oz. Heavy Satin Vinyl Banner
• Digital Direct Full Color Imprint
• Weatherproof Inks
• Single or Double-Sided Available
• 45º Angle, 3-Point Flush Cut Finish
• Standard Top Grommets for Hanging  

(Pole Pocket Available – must specify on PO)

Please see Page 45 for Banner Finishing Options.

CALIFORNIA REQUIRED NOTICE

WARNING: Cancer - www.p65warnings.ca.gov
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BREAK-AWAY BANNERS – two banner halves attached with hook and 
loop fasteners that “Break-Away” when your team runs onto the 
field. Completely re-usable with simple care. 

SHOW SUPPORT FOR YOUR TEAMS
with BREAK-AWAY BANNERS on-field 

CHAMPIONSHIP BANNERS – Commemorate your success, acknowledge 
your accomplishments or enhance an in-store promotion with these 
pennant style designs. Recommended for indoor use.

BREAK-AWAY BANNERS Prices are each

ITEM SIZE 1 2-49 50+ (A)

BA103 10’x3’ $165.00 $150.00 $135.00

BA104 10’x4’ $220.00 $200.00 $180.00

BA105 10’x5’ $275.00 $250.00 $225.00

BA123 12’x3’ $198.00 $180.00 $162.00

BA124 12’x4’ $264.00 $240.00 $216.00

BA125 12’x5’ $330.00 $300.00 $270.00

BA146 14’x6’ $462.00 $420.00 $378.00

BA-CUST         - - -  Contact For Custom Sizes  - - -

• 13 oz. Heavy-Duty Outdoor Vinyl
• Digital Direct Full Color Imprint
• Weatherproof Inks
• Heat Welded Hems for Durability
• 4” Standard Pole Pockets
• Break-Away Center (hook and loop fastener)
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Banner Helpful Hints
Cleaning Vinyl Banners 
Keeping your banner clean is important. Environmental elements 
are inevitable, but a small amount of effort will keep your 
message looking great. We recommend the following:

DO:
    • Gently wipe banner with a clean and damp soft cloth. 
    • Use warm water.
    • If soap is needed, use a mild, non-detergent cleaner.
    • Rinse to remove any soap residue.
    • Be sure banner is dry before storing.

DO NOT:
    • Use any abrasive cloth, cleaning pads or paper towels.
    • Use any solvents or harsh chemical cleaners.
    • Rub aggressively.
    • Harsh chemicals, abrasive cleaners or aggressive 
       pressure can damage or destroy the color print.

Storing Vinyl Banners
Be sure your banner is dry before storing. Roll your banner (print-
side in) then store in a clean, dry, indoor location away from 
direct sunlight. 

Adhesive Graphics Use
Application instructions are included with each order and for each 
product type.  Instructions are also available at www.hadrus.com.  
Following the principles outlined in the instructions will lead to 
the best overall user experience. 

General Application and Removal 
For specialty graphics to properly adhere, the application surface 
must be clean, free of oils, grease, dust, and debris. There must 
be no loose areas on the application surface (like loose paint, 
varnish, wallpaper,  wall texture, etc.) as the adhesive could lift 
or disturb the loose elements when the graphic is removed. If 
the surface has been painted (or varnished) recently, the surface 
must be allowed to cure for at least 45 days prior to graphic 
application.  Because surface conditions and properties can vary 
widely, it is ultimately the responsibility of the end user to test 
the bond and effective removal of the adhesive graphic from the 
chosen surface.  Samples for this purpose are available by request.

Extra removal tip:  In some instances, if graphic is not 
releasing easily, the additional use of warm heat from a hot 
air gun (or hair dryer) can sometimes help the adhesive relax 
allowing it to more easily remove from the surface.  Be careful 
not to overheat.  Excessive heat could damage the sub-surface.  

Banner Finishing Options
Choose from these standard and custom banner finishing 
options.  Whether you choose a standard or custom banner, we 
always engineer our products with the highest craftsmanship 
and uncompromising quality you expect at prices you can afford.

Welded Hem Standard: Unless otherwise requested, 
all banners come finished with 1” machine welded hems . 
Welded hems are stronger than traditional sewing or double 
sided tape,  providing a double-strength layer of material for 
other finishing options such as grommets .  

Metal Grommets Standard: Banners come standard 
with metal grommets in all corners and spaced evenly along 
the edges every 2-3 feet 
Metal Grommets Custom Spacing Option: 
Banners that require more grommets than “standard spacing” 
and/or for banners that require  special or specific grommet 
positioning .  Custom spacing must be specified at time of 
order . Additional per banner: $20.00(A)

Wind Slit (Vent) Option: Banner face is cut with several 
“half-moon” slits which are intended to lessen pressure on 
the banner caused by wind . This option allows the banner 
to withstand some measure of wind but will also lessen the 
overall life of the banner . Wind slits must be specified at time 
of order .   Additional per banner: $20.00(A)

Note: If wind is a concern, consider a 
mesh banner on page 9 .

Pocket Option: Banners can be finished with an optional 
pocket instead of a standard hem . Designed for sliding a long 
rod through a “pocket” along the top and letting the banner 
hang . Pockets can be along one or two edges and must be 
specified at time of order . Sizes available: 3” pocket (for rods 
up to 1” O .D .) 4” pocket (for rods up to 1-3/4” O .D .)
Additional per banner: $20.00(A)

Reinforced Hem Heavy-Duty Option: Nylon 
webbing is machine welded into the banner hem to increase 
strength . Recommended for  added safety and security over 
roadways or areas subject to windy conditions . Reinforced 
Hem must be specified at time of order . 
small - large additional per banner: $50.00(A)
x large - xx large call for quote

Zip Ties: Banner zip ties are 10-inches in length . Black and 
UV resistant for outdoor use . One zip tie per grommet location 
and two zip ties in all corners recommended . 
$0.50/tie(A)

Rope Leaders Option: Rope leaders are available in 
any length (5-foot length is most popular) . Specifying length
and quantity per banner is required .  Diamond braid 
multifilament rope has a break strength of  approximately 400 
pounds per inch .
add $1.00 per linear foot of rope (A)

Rolled for Shipping: Most banners (small, medium and 
large) are rolled for shipping . Any banner longer than 50 feet 
and all XL and XXL banners will be folded . However, if rolling 
is required, options are available depending upon size . Call 
for details .



General Information

Ordering
Placing an order with Hadrus – We have a team dedicated to 
processing orders and artwork.  

Please send your orders directly to orders@hadrus.com 
Please send any digital art files to art@hadrus.com 

You will receive an email in return 
acknowledging receipt of your order.  

Please note:  Submitting orders directly to any other Hadrus 
email can result in a delay.  For fastest service, submit orders 
to orders@hadrus.com. 

All orders must be submitted via email specifying the product(s) 
ordered, item number, quantity, ship-to address, bill-to address, 
and requested delivery date (if appicable).  Artwork should be 
submitted at the time of order and refer to PO.

General Information
We are wholesale to the trade only.  If you are in the business 
of print re-selling and not already using Hadrus, we should talk.  
Account inquires can be sent to sales@hadrus.com

Place an order:  orders@hadrus.com
Send artwork to: art@hadrus.com
Pricing inquiries: quotes@hadrus.com
Inquiries on current orders: customerservice@hadrus.com 

Pricing:
Quantity pricing discounts are based on the quantity of a single 
design. Multiple designs used within a quantity is possible but 
may be subject to a copy change fee.  All pricing is subject 
to change without notice.   Custom quotes are available upon 
request and are valid for 30 days.  Please send all quote inquiries 
to quotes@hadrus.com.

Terms:
Payment is expected at time of order shipment. We accept 
MasterCard, Visa, Discover and American Express or company 
check. Net 30 terms are available with approved credit.  50% 
deposit may be required for larger jobs.   

Production Time:
Standard production time is 3-5 business days after 
acknowledged receipt of production-ready artwork and PO or 
proof approval.

Minimum Order: 
See individual product price grids for minimum order quantities 
and rates. Quantities are determined by individual product and 
may not allow variation. For quantities not listed on the grid, 
contact for pricing.

Special Finishing Requests:
Product pricing in this catalog includes standard finishing only. 
Special finishing outside the product description is subject 
to additional charges.  All finishing services must be clearly 
specified at time of order. 

Production Rush Service:
“RUSH” service is available based on current production 
schedule and difficulty of requested project. Additional handling 
fees will be incurred, generally starting at $100.00(A). We highly 
recommend calling for a quote to determine availability and cost.

Shipping:
Orders are shipped via FedEx Ground unless otherwise indicated 
on PO. Drop and/or split shipments must be indicated on PO 
and will incur additional charges. If specific carrier preference 
is not included on order, Hadrus will use the most direct or least 
expensive method at our option. Address corrections, service 
changes and other related service fees assesed by the shipping 
carrier will be passed onto the distributor.

Returns/Replacement:
All products are custom printed to your specification; therefore, 
request for return or replacement is available only for those 
items found to be defective or malfunctioning, imprinted 
incorrectly, or a result of a finishing error. For products other than 
those with warranties clearly stated, claims must be made within 
5 days of arrival. Please contact customer service for a RMA#, 
returns will not be accepted without authorization.

Product Guarantee:
All products are manufactured using the highest quality products 
designed for a specific purpose. We guarantee your product to 
be free of defect and correctly printed, based on artwork we’ve 
received. We will not be responsible for typical wear, accidents 
or misuse due to improper handling or applications other than 
intended.

Product Liability:
Hadrus Vinyl Graphics products are industry standard banners, 
signs, displays, and adhesive graphics; and as such Hadrus 
Vinyl Graphics in no event shall be liable for any direct, indirect, 
punitive, incidental or special consequential damages to 
individuals or property as a result of ownership, possession or 
use of any product designed, manufactured, sold or delivered by 
Hadrus Vinyl Graphics.
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Artwork Information

Artwork Information
Please adhere to these guidelines for the best results.  Artwork 
can make or break your project. As a value added service, our 
staff reviews your art to help ensure it will print well.  If we see 
any conflicts or something out of the ordinary, we'll let you know.  

Preferred Format And Resolution:
• Design your artwork at 1/4 scale at 400 dpi  

     or full scale at 100 dpi
• Make the size of your art board the same size as  

     your design
• Set file color space to CMYK color mode
• Use CMYK values for ALL colors (not Pantone,  

     PMS # or RGB)
• Use “rich black” for your blacks  

     (C: 60%, M: 40%, Y: 40%, K: 100%)
• Convert all fonts to curves
• Flatten the artwork (no transparency layers,  

     no hidden layers)
• Vector art is requested as it will produce the best resolution 

and color accuracy for your print. Vector art can be scaled 
to any size with no loss of resolution.

• Save file as a press quality PDF or a high quality JPEG

Pro Tip:  Open the PDF/JPG file you just made and double check 
to make sure it looks the way you were expecting (zoom in 
300%-400% and examine it closely)

Files not set up according to the above file setup guidelines 
are subject to an additional pre-press processing and handling 
service fee.

Color Quality:
We print full color CMYK (4-color process). Please be sure all 
files are submitted in CMYK color mode (as undesirable color 
shifts can occur when converted from PMS or RGB).   Even 
though we don’t print actual PMS colors, we can get pretty close 
to most PMS colors.  Although we regularly  update our printer 
profiles to maintain the greatest color accuracy possible, color 
variations will occur between different media types such as 
banners, specialty graphics and fabric products printed using dye 
sublimation.

Imprint Color:  
Simply provide a PMS number as an "imprint color" reference 
and we'll check over the art to make sure the CMYK color values 
are going to be in the ballpark.  There is no charge for this value-
added service, just make sure it's plainly communicated at the 
time of order or on the PO  (i.e. Imprint Color: PMS 195). 

Color Matching:
If it's a color critical, absolutely must match as close as possible 
type of color, then you might want to pay for our "color match" 
service. We will carefully get the CMYK colors dialed in to 
more closely resemble the identified PMS color.  We even print 
samples on the product media -- which can be sent to you if you 
or your client want to see the color first hand for final approval.   
This color match service costs $70(A) per color and usually takes 
about two days to process.  Contact for details.  
  

Submitting Artwork:
Files less than 10 MB – art@hadrus.com

 •  Please include PO # in the subject line.

Files larger than 10 MB – upload via our “SEND ART” link in the 
resources section at  www.hadrus.com 

 •  Please include PO # in description line.

Proofs:
Proofs are available by request for an additional $20.00(A).  
Revisions are additional.  Proofs of multiple designs will generally 
be more depending upon complexity and number of designs.  
Contact customer service with your project circumstances. 
 
Graphic Design/Assistance:
Artwork that is NOT print-ready is subject to a pre-press design 
service fee.  Billed at $120.00(A) per hour.  Half-hour minimum.  

Quick Design Tips
Here are a few things to keep in mind when preparing your 
artwork.

• Banners – keep all important text and graphics at least 1.5” 
at full scale away from the edge to ensure no part of your 
message is lost when hems and grommets are added.

• For greatest visibility use text colors that have high contrast 
against the background.

• For distance visibility/readability use 1” of text height for 
every 10’ of distance. Example: If you want your message 
visible from 100’ away, make sure your text is at least 10” 
tall.

• When in doubt, choose high-contrast colors and large, bold 
block font.

• Small Graphics – for the best readability of small text, use a 
block style font that is at least a medium-weight and is no 
smaller than 8pt.  10pt is recommended.  
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